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SEO stands for Search Engine Optimization, and it’s the science – or art – of getting
your web pages in search results. First, let’s go through a list of terms that you need to
know:

Black Hat SEO: the practice of using methods that are short-term, often effective but
likely to get you de-indexed from Google on their next algorithm upgrade

Index: this is the database of all web pages. So to be 'de-indexed' is to be removed
from the Google database (and not show up in any searches).

Keywords: words or phrases that people type into Google

Searchers: those who are using a search engine

Search Engines: Google, Bing, Yahoo, etc

SERP: Search Engine Result Pages. Page one is exponentially more effective than page
2.

White Hat SEO: using long-term, Google approved methods of optimizing your
content

Okay. Let’s move on to what we know about the mysterious Google algorithms, and how

we can let searchers know that we have great content for them! 

Terms + Keywords 1
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See the Chapter 9 for a handy list of research tools. When it comes to how to target
keywords, there are a lot of theories but some can send your site into a nose dive
instead of doing  you any good. The SEO communities are abuzz with lively
discussion on these topics. 

Google is notoriously close-mouthed about the algorithms they use to determine 
rankings, but on the following pages we’ll delve into what we do know about this 
topic, especially as it applies to WordPress users. 

The goal of SEO is to show up at the top of google for the right terms. These terms
should be the ones your ideal audience is naturally searching. 

What are keywords? It's probably best explained by an example:

Let’s say  you  own  an  online  shop  selling  baby  clothes.  So  you  do
 some  research    and determine  that  shoppers  primarily  use  the
 terms,  “baby  clothes”  when  searching.  With  a  little  more  research
 you  determine  you  can  outrank  most  of  your  competition  using  the
 words,  “baby  clothes”.    With  those  two  factors:  1  –  people  actually
 search  for  “baby  clothes”,  and  2  - ‐  you  can  rank  in  the  top  three
 result,  we  can  definitely  declare  “baby  clothes”  good  keywords  for
 your  site.  

Ranking for Keywords
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Do you think a keyword-rich, well-optimized blog post is the first step to get the SEO 
juices flowing through your website? Think again! Search engine optimization for 
websites is not only about content, but site structure as well. Customizing your
WordPress settings is the first step to SEO success.

2
customize WordPress

Settings2

www or no-www?
Your domain will usually have a www in front of it or not. The default in WordPress, is a
naked domain (no www).  If you are not consistent in your use of the www, then the site
will activate a redirect to make sure that the reader gets to your site. 

Deciding on a single root domain upfront helps maintain link integrity and page load
times. Our recommendation is to use whatever is most prevalent on incoming links. On
a new site, we recommend the naked domain (without the www). 

To add or remove "www" to the root domain, log in to your WordPress dashboard, and
go to Settings>General. 

You will see a field for WordPress address (URL) and Site address (URL). Make sure to
add or remove "www" to both. This will make sure that your default URL remains
consistent.

The second place to set your preferred domain is in the Google Webmaster Tools
dashboard. Check page 48 for instructions.
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Ideally, search engines want to see URLs that tell them the meaning of a page. These
URLs are also called permalinks. 

Out of the box, WordPress assigns numbers and symbols for post URLs. It looks
something like: https://www.wpbarista.com/?p=1234

Be sure to customize your permalinks to include post titles. Not only does this style of
URLs guide search engines in returning your posts for the appropriate search terms,
but it informs readers of the content to expect by clicking the link. 

 
Customize permalinks by navigating to Settings>Permalinks in the WordPress
dashboard. 

Pretty Permalinks
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To immediately start getting links back to your website, turn on pingbacks. Pingbacks
are a system where every time you publish a link to a website, the website is
automatically pinged, notifying the owner you’ve linked to them. Often, the website
owners will link to you in return. Pingbacks work really well when you’re linking to
related websites in your niche. 

 
You will find the option to activate pingbacks under Settings>Discussion. For default 
article settings, select both “Attempt to notify blogs” and “Allow link notifications”.

By no means are these suggestions a comprehensive list of every area to tweak to
improve SEO. Keep reading for more dashboard settings, plugins, and exterior tools
you can use to increase your website's visibility.

 
These settings are the most widely used. Tiny niche sites have a different focus than
large authority or branding websites. What’s important to recognize is that WordPress
websites can be crawled by spiders from the search engines and indexed within
hours. A well-thought-out website setup process will position your website for SEO
success from day one.

6wpbarista.com

ACTIVATE PINGBACKS



The good news is that any WordPress user can optimize their site with a little
knowledge and the help of themes and plugins. Many are free to use. Of course, we
have a favorite that works above and beyond to make your life easier. 

This section is devoted to walking you through the set up and use of WP SEO by Yoast.
This is SEO for WordPress at its easiest!

7

ON-pAGE OPTIMIZATION3
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In the SEO tab, you'll find places for your Focus Keyword, Snippet previews,
Cornerstone Content and Advanced options.

 
Let’s break it down into each field and explain what each does. The first is the "Focus
keyphrase" field. 

We're going to start this a little backward – on purpose. We're going to go through
how to use the plugin first, then we'll cover how to set it up.

 
After set up, the WordPress SEO by Yoast plugin adds a meta box below the posts edit
screen: SEO | Readability | Schema | Social. 

8wpbarista.com

HOW TO USE seo FOR

WORDPRESS PLUGIN



This is where you enter your researched Keywords that you want to rank for. Entering
your keywords here allows the plugin to scan your article and point out anywhere you
may want to improve.

Be sure to research your keywords - do not guess!

9wpbarista.com

Here is the short description that we see whenever we search for something on Google.
Here you can preview all your changes to see how the post will look on Google. 

focus keyword

google preview



Every page needs a title that is readable by search engines. The SEO title field allows
you to add a page title that only search engines see - and results on Google too. 

The readers see your regular post title. 

For example, if you use a title like "Q&A with Cathy" that doesn't mean a lot to a
googler. Instead it could be, "How to create an optimized post in WordPress using an
SEO plugin".

SLUG

Do not use this. Use the built-in slug field in WordPress editor (both editors). 

SEO TITLE
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seo analysis
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Meta Description is the small excerpt that appears below the title in search results.
These should be completed to entice users to click through the result and to your
page. 

Meta descriptions are grabbed from the first few sentences of the content by default.
If you use custom excerpts (a built-in WordPress feature) they will be used as the meta
description. Lastly if you write a meta description in the Yoast meta box, that is what
will be used to create the meta description. 

The Preview Snippet area gives you a live preview of how your snippet will look in
search results pages. Just like the SEO Title field, the Meta Description section has a
limited number of characters.

meta description

The analysis is where the 'green/red/amber' light comes from. If there are 'problems'
in your post, you are alerted to them with a red light. Once they are all resolved the
light will turn green.

Exercise discretion when following the advice. Use what you've learned in this ebook
to fix the areas that need it, and leave the areas that do not. 



cornerstone content
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Cornerstone content are pages that are central to your site. They are the main landing
pages for the topics that your site is known for. For example, one of the pages on my
site is called "WordPress Services" - that page is cornerstone to my site. 

Toggle 'on' if this page is a cornerstone page.

A red light has nothing to do with Google! A red light is Yoast's plugin's rating of your
page, not Google's rating! We are guessing when we make edits to please search
engines. It is a guess that is good for users too, and sometimes just a neutral change
for readers. But never, ever ever make a change that is worse for the reader. 

For example if the suggestions in the SEO analysis say that you don't have enough
words, you can add some answers to common questions on the topic - that is likely
interesting and useful for a reader. 

But if you just add 50 words of adjectives, that is going to annoy the reader and
annoying the reader is a good way to get lower results on the SERPs.



Lastly, the “advanced tab” is where you can set permissions to Meta Robots and
where you can set your canonical URL or redirects. This is excellent if you don’t want
the search engine to index a specific post or you want to set up a 301 page redirect.
If you do this incorrectly you risk restricting robots and people from visiting this
page.

advanced tab

The Canonical URL is set automatically by Yoast so in 99% of cases you will not need to
edit this. 
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readability tab

Readability is a measure of how easy it is to read your post. Most content creators
write for a grade 7 reading level. This analysis is based on that. If your paragraphs
are too long, or your sentence structure is complex you will get a warning here. 

It is a good idea to keep your thoughts short and simple and keep your posts
skimmable. 
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schema & social tabs

Yoast is very good at detecting the correct schema, if you have entered the correct
choices in the settings of the plugin (later in this chapter). You will rarely, if ever need
to change this. 

SOCIAL previews are available and editable with the Premium version of this plugin. 



Now that you can see all the benefits, let’s go through the configuration options. The
plugin is only helpful if you set it up correctly! 

 
The plugin configuration is located in the left panel in your WP admin dashboard
under the tab, "SEO". 

15wpbarista.com

how to configure the SEO

plugin by Yoast

SEO Analysis
Readability Analysis
Cornerstone Content
Text Link Counter
XML Sitemaps

We've skipped the General > Dashboard; now in General > Features. Toggle the
switches so they are all OFF except for these: 

If you are using an automation tool (like Zapier) you will need to turn on the toggle,
entitled: REST API.

GENERAL > Features



If you use any of these programs, turn the toggle to "on".

GENERAL > Integrations

In most cases you will not need this. Your webmaster tools should already be
connected to your website through a little piece of code that was copied and pasted
into your website. 

GENERAL > webmaster Tools
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In this tab, you'll find the headings: General, Content Types, Media, Taxonomies,
Archives, Breadcrumbs and RSS.

This is where most bloggers go off track. Follow these guidelines below that will
work in most scenarios, if you think you may be an exception - reach out for help.
Making the wrong move here, will keep your content OFF of Google.

SEO > Search Appearance Tab

The only option here that is really important is the Knowledge Graph and Schema.org
field. You need to select Organization or Person, and then complete the fields that are
presented.

You are an organization if the site is representing a company or organization - even if
that organization has no employees. The site is representing a 'person' if it is your
personal blog or portfolio. If you are using a company or brand name, I would suggest
selecting the Organization schema. If you are using your personal name as the blog
name / url, then select "Person". 

Search Appearance > General

17wpbarista.com



This screen contains a list of post types that you can find on your website. This list is
different for each site and depends on what types of content you are creating. All
WordPress sites come with built-in Posts, Pages and Taxonomies (Covered later). 

You need to decide if you want these lone posts showing up in search index. If you
have private classes and membership groups - you do not want them showing on
search index 

By default all post types will be set to "on" - they will show in search results. For orders
(WooCommerce), digital downloads, learning management systems and more - you
will want to hide them from google. Turn these to 'off'. 

search appearance > Content types
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You will also see the settings to change any schema, title structures and descriptions
for these post types. Any title / description added here will be the default. Individual
posts will override these settings. 

Lastly - there are a list of page types. These are the special markup that Google uses
to determine what kind of page it is indexing. Most people are familiar with the 'recipe'
schema. These are an extension of that type of rich data. 

search appearance > Content types
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Item Page: a page dedicated to a single item (of a bunch of items) ie:product
About Page: yep - use this on the actual page, in the SEO settings box
FAQ Page - use this on the actual page, in the SEO settings box; just use the FAQ
block on this page
QA Page - if there is a form on the page and you post the answers, use this; use
this on the actual page, in the SEO settings box
Profile Page - used in directories and bulletin boards; your Author page is using
this schema
Contact Page - yep; use this on the actual page, in the SEO settings box
Medical Web Page - actual medical advice
Collection Page - this is an archive or collection of other pages / done for you in
WP
Real Estate Listing - yep, real estate sites usually have a separate post type for
listings
Search Results Page - this is not something you create, but is done for you by
WordPress

Only select a different Page Type if the page aligns with these descriptions:

Always set this to "yes".

search appearance > MEDIA

search appearance > Content types
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A taxonomy is a 'grouping' of posts or pages. Categories and tags are built-in
taxonomies in WordPress. 

Archives are the pages that these taxonomies are displayed on. For example, we often
create a  grid archive of all posts from the decorating category. 

Some themes will add taxonomies and archives, like portfolio Categories or product
archives. 

In this section, you need to decide if your taxonomies and archives should be indexed
by Google. 

If the posts on the archive will look very similar to another taxonomy, then do NOT
index one of them. We'll look at some common scenarios to help you decide: 

One author / Date based Blog: index the author archive, do NOT index the date-
based archive

Blog with Categories AND Tags: A category of 'breakfasts' and a tag of 'bacon' will
display nearly identical archives, then index one (usually categories) and do not index
the other (usually tags).

Multi-Author Multi-Topic Website with a Shop: index the product archives OR the
product categories, not both. Do not index product tags or other taxonomies. Index
the blog author archives, and the date-based archives since they will look significantly
different. Index categories, but not tags. 

Learning Management System (LMS): If you sell courses, memberships or
products, index the main taxonomy (usually category), and index instructors and
authors if you have several. If you blog, index either categories or tags. Index all post
type archives (lessons, quizzes, courses, chapters, etc) as long as when they are
aggregated, they will differ from each other, and only if you want them indexed on
search engines. Otherwise mark them as  'no - index'.

search appearance > taxonomies &
Archives
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Breadcrumbs are recommended to help users navigate your site. Consider putting
them at the top of each page for better indications of the topics and the site structure. 

search appearance > Breadcrumbs

Use the settings under General > Reading for your RSS main settings. And then tweak
the granular settings here. You can add a copy right - but it will appear on every post
that is picked up by a feed reader. 

search appearance > rss
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seo > Social integration tips

We recommend you add the account links in this screen. 

search appearance > accounts

Enable the OpenGraph settings and add your logo and default description. These will
be overwritten by your post or page's title & featured image. In the event that the
page doesn't have an image, it will use this one instead. 

search appearance > facebook
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If you haven't yet verified your Pinterest domain - you can add the one line of code to
this field and the plugin will insert it into your site correctly. 

search appearance > pinterest

We recommend enabling this and selecting the "Summary with Large Image" setting. 

search appearance > twitter

That concludes the set up for Yoast's plugin. If you were looking for the XML Sitemap
area, check our note in the next page.

conclusion



We recommend disabling your current sitemap plugin (if you have one). If you enabled
'xml sitemaps' on the settings of the Yoast plugin, it will be created automatically. 

XML Sitemaps provide search engines an idea of your site's structure, including pages
and links.  A validated XML sitemap gives the crawler easier access to your site, often
times resulting in better indexing.

 
TIP: once you've enabled the XML Sitemap functionality, you can add the sitemap to
your Google Search Console. The sitemap url will be: 
https://yourblogname.com/sitemap_index.xml

xml sitemaps
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Every webpage in Google's eyes is separate. So your homepage is only part of the user
experience. For bloggers, the most common landing pages are rarely the homepage.
Nevertheless, for direct or referred visitors the homepage is an important
representation of your brand. 

As with all pages, the content above the fold determines whether a visitor will stay or
leave. Although we are talking about SEO, the user experience is what creates a well
optimized page. So our discussion will center around user experience. Where I can
make any points specifically for SEO, I've noted it.

4
optimize the home page4
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In WordPress you have a choice for your homepage: display the latest posts in a blog
format, or display a static page. 

 
If you want a page to rank for a keyword phrase, there are standard on-page
optimization procedures to follow, the most basic of which is to include keywords in the
header tags and content. 

 
Search engines crawl these areas to figure out the theme of your page. However, with 
a standard blog-style homepage, the middle-page-content constantly changes. So while
your header tags say your page is about “X”, the words on the page say something else.
As if that weren’t bad enough, even the comments readers leave on website posts can
dilute on-page optimization.

For the most part, your posts and pages will center around your topic of choice. A static
homepage is a much more intentional way of optimizing the front page of your website.

A static page creates the user experience you wish, while also allowing intentional
search engine optimization. 

static homepage

27wpbarista.com

how to create a static homepage

Creating a static homepage in WordPress is as simple as a checkbox. 

1. Go to Pages in the WordPress Dashboard
Write and design the page you want to appear as your homepage. Remember to apply
all the SEO basics for optimizing a page. 

2. Next, find the Settings tab > Reading section
For the “front page displays” field, click on the radio button for “A static page (select 
below)” . In the front page dropdown box, look for the page you created. 

That’s all there is to it! Now you have your very own static homepage. 



There’s a question that seems to run across every new blogger’s mind: What’s the
difference between categories and tags? It’s a good question, and one that can impact
your search engine optimization and user experience. 

categories & tags & SEO5
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Categories in WordPress have another feature: they are hierarchical. This means that
you can have ancestor and child categories. So the URL structure looks like this: 

In simplest terms both tags and categories are used to label and arrange content on
your website. When a visitor clicks on a tag or category link, they are taken to pages
with relevant information. 

 
Without customizations, WordPress assigns this URL structure to a tag:

A great analogy to explain the differences is to look at a book's structure. Let's say
your website was a book, categories would be the Table of Contents and tags the
Index. And just like a book, categories are usually determined first while tags can only
be created after the content is written. 

 
Both the Table of Contents and the Index are useful to the reader for finding
information, but they serve a completely different purpose. One is used for reading a
general larger topic. The other is used for finding specific smaller bits of information. 
Likewise, tags highlight specific aspects contained within a single blog post. Your aim is 
to mark the content with the most prominent descriptions you expect browsers to use 
when searching for that topic. 

For example, in a post reviewing a bread maker, you might add tags for the machine
model number, “kitchen appliances”, “bread machines,” “bread maker,” and
“breadmaker.”  Tags give you the place to include those obscure, related phrases that
might be awkward in other areas of your website.

 
On the other hand, categories house a related “group” of posts. Keeping with the
bread maker example, if you have several articles about different bread makers then
they could all be listed under a category named “making bread”. In this category, you
might also find posts about ingredients and baking techniques. 

www.domain.com/tag/post.

www.domain.com/category/sub- ‐category/post

the difference
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Another way categories and tags differ is from an SEO perspective. Since the
categories are hierarchical, the opportunity is there to house more keywords in the
link. But the flip side is that if the link becomes too long, the end words (the post title)
gains less weight.

 
Overall tags and categories serve the same purpose - to organize content. The major
differences are their placement in the structure of your website and their importance
when it comes to SEO. 
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To avoid being completely overwhelmed with the initial setup of labeling your posts,
start off using the “one to many” principle. Simply put, this principle means that you
should assign as many posts as possible to one category. Keep the categories simple,
only a few. Add categories only as the more broader topic becomes too cumbersome
to be searchable; at least 20 posts.

 
Tagging blog posts helps you to expand their reach online without putting your
website at risk for a duplicate content penalty (IF you have disabled the Tag archives as
advised earlier). 

 
Categorizing a post in multiple categories increases the chance of duplicate content. 
Google’s own Matt Cutts suggests assigning posts to one category. You’ve probably
seen top bloggers who file the same content under various sections of their websites.
But to keep things simple, especially for new bloggers, just follow Google’s advice. 

 
Another key to preventing duplicate content penalties are to use category
descriptions. Each category page will then look slightly different. The description can
be entered in the Posts → Category page in the dashboard. 

But not all themes display these descriptions. You may need to check with your theme 
developer about displaying them on the category archives. 

 
When it comes to categories, aim to use natural-sounding, umbrella keyword terms
for which numerous related topics can be filed under. For better SEO, skip the general 
category names such as “reviews,” “recipes,” and “miscellaneous,” and choose
keywords as categories instead, like “bread maker reviews” and “homemade bread
recipes.”

 
Tags and categories are different means to the same end: equipping websites to
efficiently manage content for reader usability and search engine accessibility. 

using tags & Categories for

seo
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The SEO basics for optimizing content also apply to website graphics and video.
Properly labeling images provides an opportunity to give both search engines and
readers the type of content they value. 

seo for images & media6
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First, start where many bloggers completely drop the ball. Optimize the filename of the
saved image and use a keyword in the name of your picture. 

 
Instead of “dsc0011.jpg”, save the image as “bread-making-step-one.jpg”. The goal is to
have the keywords you want to get ranked for in your image title instead of a random
description of what it is. 

Google does read and give SEO credit to well-named image files. Next, make sure to fill
in the title attributes. There are search engines that search specifically for images.
When appropriate, include either a descriptive or keyword-rich title. 

Here's the typical format for an image in your website:

When inserting an image into WordPress, complete the fields marked title and
alternate text. The ALT attribute offers another place to use meaningful keywords. 
 This information is not only great for SEO but also make your pages accessible to
voice browsers.

 
Don’t use the same alt attribute on multiple images on the same page, though. Five 
pictures on the same page, with the same attributes, come across as unnatural to the
search engines. You could be penalized for over-optimization or keyword stuffing. Just 
keep it very natural and use images where appropriate. 

<img  alt=”keywords  here”  title=”title  here”  src=”keyword- ‐image- ‐name.jpg”>

optimize media for voice browsers
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By following the previous suggestions, you’ll ensure that an ample amount of text is
provided for your pictures. The filenames, title and alt attributes, give search engines
more context when determining the meaning of the image.

Although utilizing these SEO basics for blog images will not catapult you to the top of
the search engines, they’re still important elements in the increasingly competitive
SEO world. 

Optimized images contribute to a better user experience for readers and help search 
engines read your website.

optimize delivery of media

It's important for every element of the website to load quickly, clearly and predictably.
This is part of the metrics described as Core Web Vitals. 

In order to get your media to load quickly, you'll need to use an appropriate host for it.
For Videos and MP3's you'll need a streaming 'host'.  For large files that will be
downloaded from your site, you may also have to have a separate host  depending on
the size and the quality of your hosting space.

As well as delivering the media quickly to the page, the media must also be optimized
in scale and 'size'. When we say an image is 'large', we can mean that it is physically
large - as in, big enough to fit your 50" TV, or we can mean that it is high quality and
needs its own exterior storage. 

The size of the videos and audios that we talked about above, is referring to the
storage space required - not the physical size (how big is an audio??) 

Always optimize your images for the web, at 100 dpi (or ppi), and 2800px wide. In web
design we measure things by width because we are constrained by the width of our
screens. So always 2800px wide, regardless of the height. 
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plugins for image optimization

under 2800px wide
at or under 100ppi (or dpi)
in jpg with rgb (not CMYK)
convert on-the-fly to the correct image size for the browser
convert on-the-fly to an advanced web format ie: webp
optional: host at a CDN: content distribution network

Lets talk about what the plugin must do, and then you can decide which you prefer. 
 The optimized images must be:

There are three that are common as of this writing: Smush Pro, Ewww, and Short Pixel.
There are lots of websites that will do this individually as well.  ie: Tinyjpg In order to
bulk-manage your images, on your WordPress site, we recommend ewww.io.

We recommend ewww.io because of the price, and that it does ALL of the above. As
well, it operates really well with WP-Rocket which is the caching solution that we use to
bring our clients their Core Web Vitals passing marks.

As of writing, Smush Pro was overpriced and Short Pixel doesn't work as smoothly or
perform as well, and they charge separately for webp images. 
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As the name implies, search spiders are programs that crawl the web from link to link.
Broken or missing links stop spiders dead in their tracks. Links are essentially the only
way for them to find new or valuable information. Search engines will penalize your
content for poor user experience if they continue to run into these roadblocks.

 
Links are broken for a number of very common reasons. Simply changing the name of
a post or moving content around your website can lead to link malfunctions. 

Once a search engine indexes a piece of content, it expects to find it in the same place
it was originally located. Links are like physical addresses. If you move without
notifying the post office, you’ll no longer receive your mail and eventually people will
stop sending it. 

Websites you have linked to may change a website post title or go out of business
leaving your website with an invalid link. 

You can tell there is a broken link when you click it and receive a 404 Page or Page Not
Found message. If you collect enough 404’s your rankings will suffer. 

Staying on top of defunct links may seem daunting. But it’s an easy task with the
number of free resources and tools available. There are plug-ins you can download
directly to your website to notify you of problems. One such plugin is called 'Broken
Link Checker".

Warning: Use the broken link checker as needed but do not leave it active. It
is resource heavy and often causes problems. 

The alternative to another plugin, is to use Google Analytics. A Google Analytics report
will show you most of your broken links and you can download a report and fix them
on your site. 

See the tutorials on WPBarista for instructions on what to do with broken links and old
posts.

repair broken links
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There’s more to getting your website online than publishing your first post. Technically
your site doesn’t exist in the search engines’ eyes until it is indexed. The process is easy
enough, yet it can take up to a week, or even longer, before search engines recognize
your website. While you can wait for your site to get indexed, there are some proactive
steps you can take to speed up the process.

7
get noticed7
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Log into Google Search Console (create a free account if you do not already have one)
and enter the Sitemap link in the "Sitemaps" field.

Within 30 minutes your sitemap will be checked for readability and submitted to
google. There's no guarantee that they'll be racing over to check your website, but its
always good to try! 

For those of you who’ve never thought to check if your website is indexed, here’s how
you do it. Go to www.google.com, www.yahoo.com, www.bing.com and so on. Type in
the search string:

A sitemap lists all the pages available on your website. It's useful for SEO because it
helps the search engines know what pages to crawl and also makes it easier for them
to find new pages as you add them. It's a very smart idea for you to consider
generating a sitemap for you website. 

The sitemap feature in WordPress SEO plugin does a great job. It is created by default
and can be found at this link: 

If any listing is returned – even if it’s for your “About” page -- then your site is indexed.
However, if you get the message “site not found”, then it’s time to give the engines a
little nudge. 

Site:  www.yourdomain.com

www.mydomain.com/sitemap_index.xml

how do I know if my

website is indexed?

sitemaps
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Links from other websites are like an 'upvote' or 'like'. Therefore, every link pointing to
your site is another vote of confidence by that site owner. That  site owner believes it
beneficial for his/her readers to click through to your site. 

Google notices these 'upvotes' (links) and takes note. It alludes to the quality and
experience that your content is providing. This is why, a lot of SEO advice is centered
around gathering incoming links also known as backlinks. And why so many firms offer
to sell you links. 

There are lots of ways to get links to your sites, but buying them is 'gaming the
system'. And gaming the system will get your site knocked off the search engine index
all together. 

MYTH #1: COMMENTING
Commenting on other blogs will get you a backlink. FALSE. WordPress automatically
blocks search engines from seeing links in comments by adding a no-follow attribute. 

MYTH #2: SPONSORS  
Sponsors buy backlinks in your editorials and ad spots. This is False. If they request a
link as part of the contract, you are required to add an html tag that tells google, that
this is a sponsored post and 'do not follow'.  That tag looks like: rel="no-follow
sponsored".

MYTH #3: LINK PARTIES 
Fortunately, link parties aren't as common as they were a few years ago. Those link
parties are great for finding new audiences, but they are required to contain a 'no-
follow' attribute. They do not help SEO, except for any extra traffic that you might gain.

MYTH #4: OPEN IN NEW TAB
Every link must open in a new tab. This is FALSE. Opening in a new tab is a preference
and has no impact on SEO (unless it increases your bounce rate).

backlinks from high-traffic

websites
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internal linking best

practices8
Speaking of plug-ins, they may actually be the culprit as to why the engines are not
picking up your website. In an effort to curb duplicate content, it’s not uncommon for
SEO plugins to be set with the nofollow meta tags option when activated. Be sure to
follow the recommendations in previous chapters for setting up your SEO plugins. 

A second culprit, can be the privacy settings in WordPress. Check under
Settings/Privacy and make sure “Allow search engines to index this site” is checked.

The last thing to check is the Google Search Console - and look for manual penalties.
These are penalties that have been given to your site individually because Google
deems your site to have broken their guidelines for inclusion. 

 

indexing problems
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Backlinks into your site – meaning those links from other, external websites -- pass on
a certain amount of authority from the referring website. Likewise, strategically placed
internal links bolster the rank of designated pages on your website.

This section will explain how to optimize your link structure to make sure each page is
not cannibalizing the others. 

internal linking best

practices8
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Unless you take a proactive approach to linking your pages, WordPress will default to
its standard linking method. The majority of WordPress linking is formulated through
categories, tags, footer links, and navigation pages. Failure to take control of how your
content connects is a lost opportunity to capitalize on some hard-earned backlinks. 

 
For bloggers, trying to go back and manually sculpt internal links becomes a laborious 
process and often results in a lot of broken links. To avoid this burden, keep these tips
in mind from the beginning: 

 1. Use keywords as anchor text rather than “click here”. 

 2. Selectively utilize no-follow tags to prevent unimportant pages from being 
crawled. For example it's not usually important for your contact page and your privacy 
policy pages to get indexed.

 3. When possible, input the same keywords for the anchor text (linking to the page) 
as the page title (page being linked from).

4. When linking internally, always use the full (correct) version of your site:
https://www(or non-www).mydomain.com/ << Note the following "/".

The practice of internal linking is vital to the overall structure of a website. Often, the
importance of any particular post is determined by the links it receives from within
the same site. Also, to some degree, it gives you the power to engineer what
keywords pages will rank for.
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We recommend adding related posts within your post content. Snippets at the end of
your content capture less clicks. 

Warning: Be careful about which related posts plugin you use, if you choose to use
one. Related posts plugins index all your content and then sort through it, every time
someone looks at the post. This is extremely resource intensive and will slow down
99% of sites. 

For a plugin, our best recommendation is jetpack, related posts as it uses the
WordPress servers to create the index, saving your server the necessary resources.

The end goal of an internal linking strategy is to evenly distribute link juice throughout
key pages, to prime your website for better crawling by the search engines, and/or to
pass on authority. Our Cornerstone Content pages are the most important pages and
most of your pages and posts should pass link authority to these pages. 

All of these elements play a role in SEO. 

recommendations

The idea of internal linking is simple, but it’s not the easiest SEO tactic to implement.

We recommend having an overarching idea of your topics and creating landing pages
for each main topic. We call those Cornerstone Content pages. 

Inside relevant posts and pages, link to the Cornerstone Content as a further reference
or 'deep dive'. 

As you create other content assets in other platforms, adding copies to your
Cornerstone Content page is a great idea. 
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The entire idea of search engine optimization all boils down to keywords. You'll need
an easy way to research which keywords are appropriate for your site, how to track
your results in search engines and toss in a little tracking of your competition too.

9
seo tools9

Inside this chapter you will find tools that are easy to use for each part of your SEO
journey. For an overall tool, we like SEOptimer to let us know how we're doing and
what to work on next. We like Ranktracker for helping us pick keywords and tracking
our results in search pages. 
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Log into Google Search Console, scroll to the Performance tab, click on "Search
Results". 
On this page, under "Queries" you can see what most people are searching for
when they find your site. 

My site, for example is found by hundreds of people on a daily basis for “mood
boards”. Yes, my WordPress Support & Custom Theme site is found for mood boards!
There's a story behind that, but the important lesson here is to pick your keywords
carefully. 

Yes, I am getting a lot of google 'juice' and a lot of visitors, but do they want my custom
design services and WordPress support? No. Therefore, I don't spend a lot of time
trying to optimize my pages for mood board, even though my site could fly to the top
of google. 

 
We all need to rank for keywords that our potential customers are looking for. To
begin your own keyword research, you need to know: 

 
 1. your ideal customer and his/her interests.
 2. his/her search habits and language.

Fortunately this is quite easy to find. Have a look at Google Search Console: 

1.

2.

If these queries are representative of your topic, then you are on the right track. 

user research

If these queries are branded queries - including your name or website domain name -
then you have a bit of work to do. 

If they are completely unrelated that means your site is categorized by google under a
different topic than you intended. 

Google analytics will also offer insights into the demographics of your current site
visitors.
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keyword research

Sites like moz.com and buzzsumo offer free trials so you can trial the features that
assist with keyword research. These tools also let you scan the web for backlinks, look
for competitors and a lot more! 

The Hoth offers (https://www.thehoth.com/google-keyword-planner) a way to find the
best keywords for you. Go to the link (https://www.thehoth.com/google-keyword-
planner) and enter the topic of your blog. 

The results will give you an idea of how competitive that keyword is and how popular it
is. I might want to rank for Miami Hotels but unless I'm TripAdvisor, Expedia or
Hotels.com, I'm not likely to get to the top three. 

You need a low to medium competitive keyword. 

Make a note of all the keywords that are not in the “high” competitive category. 
 

Then... I might be able to get to the top of search engines for Purple Swirl Wallpaper in
Hotels in Miami, but who is going to search for that? 

You need a popular keyword. Keyword research is about words that have enough
traffic to be worthy, but the least amount of competition.
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RANK Tracking

Whatsmyserp will check your rankings for each keyword daily. We recommend
checking your progress monthly. To get your tracking automated, we find
Ubersuggest is one of the cheapest and easiest to read programs. The monthly fee
at publishing is $29/mo. 

If you have a paid account, get the Ubersuggest Backlinks report. You can use their
suggestions to approach others about publishing a guest post from you.

Ubersuggest keywords report allows you to target keywords with high volume (traffic)
and low difficulty.

When you have keywords that you wish to optimize for, use your existing content and
tweak it to contain the relevant words. You can also use Ask The Public.com to find the
most popular questions asked online about the keywords in question. 
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As we said at the beginning, SEO is a little bit science, a little bit art, and it is most
definitely a lot of testing and tweaking. 

 
Consistently applying the techniques covered in this book will undoubtedly help you
rank better, but remember – nothing is written in stone. If you find that you’re putting
more effort into tagging your posts than the search results you see merit, then no one
will fault you for giving up the tags in favor of more profitable work. 

Above all else though, remember that search engine optimization should never
outweigh reader experience. Don’t sacrifice readability for keyword usage and don’t
stuff a list of keywords into your title tag. Use keywords and their synonyms naturally
throughout your site, and not only will the search engines love you, but so will your
human visitors.

“...search  engine  optimization  should  never  outweigh
 reader  experience.”

10
conclusion10

One final word: SEO is a long game. If you want to do well quickly, there are better
guides than this - they require you to over-optimize, track the results several times per
day, and then adjust all your content when that technique is penalized. 

If you use the SEO tactics in this book, you will not have to undo your work. These
principles and tactics are used by our site as well as hundreds of our clients and we all
have had wonderful success - to the degree we are intentional with our writing and
keywords! 

I hope you are encouraged to give SEO a try; take your time; and enjoy the process. If
you have any questions, please reach out! 
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